Jess Ryan

Experienced content design and product strategist in Philadelphia, PA
Get in touch: hello@jessryan.co
I specialize in product design and experience strategy, with an emphasis on content, accessibility, and inclusive design.
Among my personal principles, I value healthy communication, mindful leadership, and a generative approach to
conﬂict. Together, we can address challenges eﬀectively and respectively while building strong relationships and
creating amazing, impactful experiences. Certiﬁed Object-Oriented UX Strategist (through May 2024).

KEY SKILLS
Experience strategy
Systems thinking

Content design
Workshop facilitation

TECHNICAL SKILLS
Content / process
documentation

Metadata design
Content modelling

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Comcast, Philadelphia, PA — Senior designer, Frontline products
DECEMBER 2019 - PRESENT

Practicing product design and experience strategy for Xﬁnity’s Frontline products team
Projects include product vision storytelling, stakeholder management, systems design, experience research and
validation, cross-functional workshop facilitation, and in-product content design. Product experience pillars:
Personalized, customizable, proactive, and contextual.

Think Company, Philadelphia, PA — Content and UX strategist
SEPTEMBER 2018 - DECEMBER 2019

Practiced UX and service design as an embedded consultant with a Fortune 50 client, Comcast’s Xﬁnity Mobile
Projects included product vision proofs of concept, content design, impact assessments, strategic recommendations,
personalization strategy, user research and usability testing, and systems design

Various clients, Philadelphia, PA — Freelance strategist and writer
MAY 2011 - SEPTEMBER 2018

Collaborated with clients across technology, food and drink, arts, ecommerce, events, and politics
Projects included content strategy, social media, articles, editorial columns, blog posts, and visual content curation to
drive sales, elevate brands, and engage audiences

2820 Press, Philadelphia, PA — Strategist
AUGUST 2017 - AUGUST 2018

Led strategy and implementation for clients in technology, entrepreneurship, and managed services
Projects included content audits, user research, content guidelines, performance metrics, and governance principles
Developed product vision and content strategy that led a client through a multimillion-dollar merger

Built In, Chicago, IL (Remote) — Staﬀ content writer
JANUARY 2016 - APRIL 2017

Created branded editorial and marketing content for articles, blog posts, research reports, and social media
Regularly collaborated with 75+ clients to drive job applications and brand awareness
Achieved 80-100K monthly content views, increased social media audiences 94%

Whole Foods Market, Austin, TX (Remote) — Social media program manager
JUNE 2014 - JUNE 2015

Developed brand advocacy program with 150 community members generating nearly 200% ROI in 6 months
Deﬁned and implemented a multi-channel strategy to achieve program and global social media team objectives
Worked cross-functionally with freelance artists, designers, and videographers for program projects

EDUCATION
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO — B.S., Journalism
Degree emphasis on Media Studies with a minor in Technology, Arts & Media

